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Ever upward and still higher... 

GIVER OF KNOWLEDGE

Dear Christites, 

From the Principal’s Desk
Rev. Fr. Nilson Davis CMI

Excelsior Christites!
Be that spark that ignites synergy. 

Keep this in mind my dear Christites, the pearls of wisdom and knowledge that you receive from this abode of learning 
which is perfectly seasoned by your own experience is not a thing to be selshly held back and used only by you. You 
must be a giver, a giver of knowledge. You should be that element which kick starts the synergic explosion. Wonders 
happen when you share your knowledge. 

“Knowledge is like a garden, if it is not cultivated it cannot be harvested.” The knowledge shared has the potential to 
be more effective than keeping it within boundaries. Remember a task that you and your best buddies accomplished 
together. I’m sure initially it wasn’t easy at all but slowly when you started sharing the knowledge that each one of you 
had about the topic, the knots were removed and you were closer to success. On the contrary, what would have 
happened if you didn’t share the knowledge you possessed? Failure!

‘Knowledge is power’ – I am sure all of you have heard this proverb. This saying is cent percent true only if you 
understand it in the right sense. ‘Knowledge is power and knowledge shared is power multiplied’ – Now, that’s what 
you all need to know importantly. If gaining knowledge is just the rst step, giving it should be the next. The explosion 
of synergy happens when you share the right knowledge with the right person. Hoarding isn’t any good! That is why 
we all should know how to be a giver of knowledge.

Have you heard of the term Synergy? What is Synergy? Though the term 
seems to be very complicated it is indeed a spirit-elevating term with lots 

of positivity. I’ll put it to you in very simple terms. I hope you all have watched Spiderman – NWH! Remember the 
scene in which Tobey Maguire, Andrew Gareld and Tom Holland appear together on the same screen. That is one 
ultimate explosion of synergy! The unique combination! Synergy takes place when different entities come together 
to make a greater impact than they would separately. Synergy results in high productivity. Dear Christites, each one 
of us is capable of creating this synergy with the superpower of  knowledge that we have acquired.
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BE THE SPARK



If you have knowledge, let others light their candle at it.

As the proverb says, "Give a man a sh, and he will eat for a day; teach a man to sh, and he will eat for a lifetime." It is better to 
teach students how to learn facts on their own, rather than teach them facts. In this global pandemic, the art of imparting 
knowledge has undergone a drastic evolution. Smarter ways to impart knowledge are introduced and traditional methods of 
teaching are being replaced in the online mode of education. It is said that you must preach what you follow, and you practice 
what you preach. This one line makes imparting knowledge to be a work of immense responsibility for every teacher as they 
are supposed to be the example that they wish to teach to their students.

Be ing  a  t e ache r  i t  i s  ou r  r e spons ib i l i t y  and  expe r t i s e  t o  impa r t  knowledge  t o  ou r  s t uden t s .
Since our students look up to us because of what we know, our attitude as a teacher or as a person is something that the students 
seen on us. So, the best way to impart the right attitude to your students we have to walk our talk to our students.

Knowledge opens the door leading to wisdom. Imparting 
knowledge is not just an art, it is also science. Our primary source of knowledge is from schools, where our teachers make us 
capable enough to let ourselves get aoat in the ocean of golden opportunities. Their way of imparting knowledge follows a 
complex, yet systematic combination of teaching and preaching, i.e., not only do they shape our heads but also our hearts. 

Our knowledge has undoubtedly helped us reach the place 
where we are at the moment. Seeking knowledge must be the 
most necessary task in our daily lives. If there is a need to seek 
knowledge, then there must be a giver of knowledge. The very 
rst knowledge givers with whom we interact in our lives are 
usually our parents, family members, relatives and our dear and 
near ones. The blank slate that we consider every child to be, is 
carefully carved and painted by each parent, with full support 
from all four grandparents as well, as they ensure to be having a 
caring approach while handling the delicate mind. The morals, 
values and ethics taught by these six wonderful people is 
constant and their share of wisdom is highly relevant for 
lifetime. 

Vice Principal's Message

Financial Administrator's Message

My Dear Christites,

Fr. Reji Koodappattu CMI 

BE A GIVER OF KNOWLEDGE

Fr. Martin Onasseril CMI

Thanking you,

The unprecedented afuence of knowledge which is, through various modern means, available to us must prepare us 
to seek this knowledge and pass this over to others. Let us pledge ourselves to the pursuit of knowledge and wisdom, 
committing to the cause of giving knowledge and light to others. 

The unique nature of knowledge and light is that they increase and multiply by sharing. From the ame of a single 
candle, countless candles can be lit, without the giver of the rst light not losing its light. It is the same with 
knowledge and wisdom. When we give knowledge, we do not lose the repository of knowledge, but in fact we 
ourselves grow in wisdom. Another distinctive characteristic of knowledge is that nobody is exclusively at the 
giving end or the receiving end of knowledge. We are all equally teachers and equally students all through our life. 

We have a beautiful theme for our Reection this time, “Be a 
Giver of Knowledge”. This theme is especially relevant in our 
educational and academic milieu as we are all engaged in the 
process of learning and acquiring knowledge. Even though 
this theme may give an impression that it refers more to 
teachers as they are duty-bound in teaching and giving 
knowledge, everyone has the two-fold responsibilities of 
learning and teaching, giving knowledge and receiving 
knowledge. Being in the conscious and deliberate processes 
of teaching and learning is a noble vocation that forms the 
backbone of the civilized world. It is the moral imperative of 
all us to pass on to the next generation the valuable treasures of 
knowledge and wisdom at our disposal. 

GAINING KNOWLEDGEis the rst steps to wisdom
SHARING IT is the rst step to humanity.



From 

The Editorial Board

Dear christites, let’s spread the knowledge we possess like a candle that lights up the other candles by 
losing nothing instead lighting another candle together it lights up the world brightly at the time of 
darkness. The power of knowledge is in giving, by doing so you will not only help the person who is 
in need of it but also it will denitely help you to enhance your knowledge.

Your knowledge increases three times when you give knowledge to others. If we share our knowledge then it 
doesn’t make us less valuable, in fact, it gives us power to share more. Sharing knowledge is inversely proportional 
to ego. Sharing your knowledge is the best way to learn and retain knowledge for yourself. It might be power, but it’s 
much more powerful when it’s shared!

When you say the word ‘knowledge’, what do you understand by it? How 
can knowledge be the most powerful asset that human beings possess? A 
person who is aware of different facts and possesses awareness can easily 
manage different situations. It can be acquired at any age, and one has to 
have a thirst for it.As you get older, you gain knowledge. When you share 
your knowledge with others, it helps deepen your knowledge and engrains what you know. New conversations and 
opportunities can arise just from that gestures, offering even more opportunities to grow. 

-Margret Fuller
“If you have knowledge, let others light their candles at it.”

* PRINCIPALS DAY
* SCIENCE EXHIBITION- CREADORA
* FOUNDERS DAY 
     EDUCATION AND MEDIA COMMUNICATION   
* VISIT OF GENERAL COUNCILLOR FOR   
* CLASS 10TH SEMESTER I RESULTS

FEBRUARY AT A GLANCE

Be a giver of Knowledge

Ms Mini Manuel

Editorial Board

Upcoming events
th

7               -   Annual Day ( Classes 5 to 10)

8th            -   Annual Day( Classes 1 to 4)

8th            -   Women’s Day
th th9  to 19    -   I preparatory for Class 10 ( term 2)

th th14  to 24  -  Annual Examination ( Classes 8 to 9)
st st

21  to 31  -  Annual Examination ( Classes 1 to 7)
th28            -  II preparatory for Class 10 ( term 2) Begins

                           

Our school is indeed privileged and honored to be selected by 
such prestigious institutions as mentioned above to have their 
student’s internship program. On behalf of the Principal, 
management and staffs of CHRIST SCHOOL ICSE, we 
sincerely thank the management and faculties 
of these institutions and we hope that the 
interns had a fruitful learning experience 
throughout the internship period.

This year we had interns 6 Interns from B.Ed, School Of 
Education, Christ University and 4 Interns from M.A. 
English Literature, Kristu Jayanti College (Autonomous). 
They were with us for a month involving in Teaching- 
Learning process, substitution and various activities of the 
institution. Each intern was working under a supervisor 
according to their subjects. 

The distinction between assistant and Intern is a simple one: 
assistants are paid, interns are not. But of course interns are 
paid, in experience.

Mr. Paul Dhinakaran M
In-charge for the Internship Programme

INTERNS TO CHRIST SCHOOL ICSE



These words are very appropriate in case of our very strong, capable and beloved principal, Rev. 
Fr. Nilson Davis Pallissery CMI. To show our respect, love and to thank this great leader, Christ 
School ICSE, celebrated the Principal’s Day- El Diamante“the precious one” on 19th February, 
2022.The event was blessed with the presence of our dear principal, our vice 

principal, Rev. Fr. Martin and our nancial administrator, Rev. Fr. Reji. Colourful dances, oral 
presentations, cards, special gifts, and felication speeches, made the event a remarkable one. A beautiful 
video was presented to our dearest principal by the staff. The show was marked a grand success. The 
programme was also released in our ofcial Youtube channel.

“Leadership is an action and not a position” Donald McGannon.

Ms.Sneha Jose
        Programme Committee

PRINCIPALS DAY- El Diamante

https://youtu.be/nrYk-nnSqAw




Tejomay is a word taken from sanskrit. It is an art representation took shape in thoughts 
of our principal, who guided the teachers to make the project a reality. It is a wonderful 
art work which explains the glory of the St. Chavara. Tejomay is released as a book and 
a video, CD and also in our school YouTube channel. The sketches used for the video 
was exhibited in our school. The dignitaries released the CD, magazine and the video 
during the event.  Prize was distributed to the winners of various online competitions 
conducted as part of Tejomay. The programme was successful with the blessings of 
Lord and with the cooperation of each and every member of Christ school ICSE. 
Commemorating the death anniversary of St. Kuriakose Elias Chavara, and honouring 
the teachings and contribution of our founder Father, the online 
competitions were conducted for the students of classes 1 to 10 on 7 
January, 2022, as a part of our celebration. 760 Students participated 
in the competition with enthusiasm. The winners of the online 
competitions were awarded with the certicate by our  Principal 
Father Nilson Davis CMI. 

Christ School ICSE celebrated The Founder's Day, 
TEJOMAY on 10th February 2022 at 2:00 pm and was 
also live streamed the programme in our ofcial school 
YouTube channel. This year we celebrated 217th birth 
anniversary and 150th death anniversary of St Kuriakose 

Elias Chavara, the founder of CMI congregation and also celebrated 175th year of rst 
CMI school, sanskritkalari established in Mannannam. Our dignitaries for the day was 
Rev. Fr. Dr. Antony Puthenangady,CMI, Chief Guest for the day, Former provincial of 
Preshtha province Coimbatore and superior of Vidyavanam Ashram , Bannerghatta, 
the guest of honor, Sr. Josmi, CMC, superior of Jnanodaya Bangalore, Rev. Fr. 
Sebastian Elanjikkal,CMI , coordinator of Christ group of schools, Rev. Fr. Fenil 
Karikkakunel, CMI, Director of Christ Special School, Rev. Fr. Martin Onnaseril, 
CMI, Vice principal, Rev. Fr. Reji Koddapattu, CMI, Financial Administrator, and our 
principal Rev. Fr. Nilson Davis CMI, whose esteem presence made this event a blessing 
and valuable with their thoughts and views. The programme began with an invocation 
dance and followed by lightening of the lamp by our dignitaries. The gathering was 
enlightened by the insight of patron St. Chavara. The students and teachers showcased 
a dance performance. 

Ms. Treesa Thomas
Programme Committee

FOUNDERS DAY - TEJOMAY

https://youtu.be/JlLnT0EdA1s






The Founder’s Day was the 
most tting day for us to 
felicitate the toppers of the 
ICSEBoard Examinations 
2020-21.There were 14 
students who had performed 
e x c e l l e n t l y  i n  t h e 
examinations.They were 
honored by Rev. Fr Nilson, 
our beloved principal. 

“Success is the sum of small efforts – repeated day in and day out.” 
The Indian Certicate of Secondary Education (ICSE) Board has released the 
much-anticipated Class 10 Semester-1 result on 7th February 2022, Monday.
This year CISCE hold two examinations for Class 10 students. The ICSE 
Semester 1 exams were held between 29th November, 2021 to 20th December, 
2021. The exams were conducted in ofine mode. ..
All the 153 students who have registered for 2022 ICSE Examination has 
successfully cleared their Semester-1 examination.
Out of 153 students 81 students scored centum in various subjects.
Warmest congratulations to all dear students!!!
Succeeding in life is easy as long as you believe in yourself. 
Trust yourself, and success will come along.
Wishing you the very best for the upcoming Semester-2 
examinations.….. Anitha Joseph

In-charge of Examination Committee 

Rev. Fr Martin Mallathu CMI, General 
Councillor for Education and Media 
Communication visited us on 9th of 
February, 2022 and boosted the morale 
of all the members of the faculty. He 
exhorted us to have greater interaction 
with the students. He inspired and 
reminded the teachers to bridge the 
generational gap that the students may 
fully realise their potential. He pointed 
out the need to be "with the" students 
in today's world of metaverse. Rev. 
father concluded his message inviting 
all the members of the faculty to 
continue to keep our ag high.

Visit of General Councillor for Education and Media Communication   

THCLASS 10  SEMESTER I RESULTS



Science is the key to our future,
And if you don't believe in science,

Then you are holding everybody back. - Bill 
Nye

Creadora 2.0 - Science exhibition was 
conducted online. This year we had around 246 
exhibits. They were from Physics, Chemistry, 
Biology and Science in general for lower 
classes. Students could either participate 
individually or in a group of two members. 
Students were instructed to make the model and 
take a video of it explaining about their exhibit. 
Through this students were able to come out of 
their shell and showcase their ideology and 
creativity in the subjects they 
chose. The video were sent to the 
j u d g e s  a n d  r e s u l t s  w e r e 
tabulated.

Mr Paul Dhinakaran M

Creadora 2.0

 Science exhibition



The beautiful thing about learning is nobody can take it away from you—B. B. King.

Knowledge is understanding and awareness of something. It refers to the information, facts, skills, 

and wisdom acquired through learning and experiences in life. Sharing wisdom from generation to 

generation is one thing that has made humans make huge strides in living in peace. Knowledge can 

solve problems in life. Knowledge sharpens our skills like reasoning and problem-solving. The 

more knowledge we have the more power we possess. It is important for our personal and 

professional development and leads us to achieve success in life. Knowledge helps 

us in several ways but the best part is that it helps us understand ourselves as well as 

those around us better. It also helps us act wisely in different situation.

The greatest teacher that one can think of is One’s life itself. Life teaches us many things that can 

only be learnt by experience.  We gather so many experiences along in our lives, we actually 

become a sum total of all our experiences and our outlook towards life is based on this experience of 

ours. The knowledge that one gains from One’s life experiences is invaluable to say the least.

It is good to learn from one’s own mistakes but it is better if we could understand the same from 

someone else’s mistakes and adapt our lives accordingly. All the progress in science, technology, art 

and even religion is because of sharing of knowledge from one generation to the next.

We should all strive to learn lessons from our own lives as well as from other’s experiences. There is 

nothing more satisfying than giving a genuine advice to someone who really needs it. It is not 

always easy to share knowledge, We all should strive to be givers of knowledge which 

is the greatest act of kindness that we can do to our future generations. Teaching is a 

profession where one has to be a Giver of Knowledge. Knowledge is the best resource 

to live the present and also the best gift for the future generations to come.
Ms Taniya

Department of Computer

Ms Titty Tom

Department of Computer

“A good teacher is like a candle- it consumes itself to light the way for others”.

Imparting education not only enlightens the receiver but broadens the giver.

Education is what remains after one has forgotten what he has learnt from school. We should be 

unintentionally committed to provide our students with high quality education. The role 

of teacher is not limited to only the classroom but different roles outside the class 

room. A good teacher helps us to become a good human being in the society and a 

good citizen of the country too. Ms Tintu Tony

Department of Biology



Sharing the knowledge that will enable us: to comprehend the signicance behind each experience, 

grasp the signicance of expanding our self-learning, and gure out how to love learning. There are 

lot of benets of giving knowledge to others; we will give all of ourselves, give the benet of the 

doubt, learn new things, promote self-discovery, connect with communities, and 

establish new measures of success. And when things go wrong we will have a short 

memory. We will give myself a break and push on, excited about what tomorrow 

might bring.

Knowledge is valuable when it’s useful to others. The act of giving isn’t just a matter of ultimately 

receiving more, or even an act of altruism and selessness. Teachers, can nd a new level of 

performance as professionals, contentment in our craft, and changed lives in the communities we 

serve. For teachers, this would obviously be built around the idea of service-oriented teaching, 

where we gain strength and perspective from serving others. It would lead to ‘other growth,’ 

including, on a broader level, the formation of a personal and professional ecology than can sustain 

us through the challenges of teaching.

        -  Margaret Fuller                   
                    

                    
   

  “If you have knowledge, let others light their candles in it.”

Ms Tessy Mol

Department of Mathematics 

Be a giver of knowledge

Knowledge is an essential component of human life. There is no single source of knowledge, hence 

it can be obtained from anywhere and everywhere. Not only should knowledge be learned, but it 

should also be shared and conveyed to large groups of people for the common good and benet of 

everyone. People who impart knowledge are worthy of our respect, and they should be 

considered as such at all times. Knowledge also helps in attaining success and 

achieving our objectives. We are led down the path of virtue by knowledge.

Charles Spurgeon said, "Wisdom is the right use of knowledge. To know is not to be wise. But to 

know how to use knowledge is to have wisdom. 

Ms Treesa Thomas

Department of Mathematics 

Gaining knowledge is the rst step to wisdom, sharing it is the rst step to humanity.

Knowledge enlightens the mind and the soul of the person. It is important in every phase and every walk of 

our life. Knowledge leads us to the path of fame and dignity. We can aquire knowledge not only from text 

books but also from the nature and every person around us. Knowledge should never be conned as it 

increases by sharing but not saving. Knowledge is power as long as it is shared. So let us spread the 

knowledge we have to others with the hope that it will be passed on to someone. Be a giver of knowledge 

cause knowledge and positivity are the only two things that increase on spreading. Let us spread the 

knowledge we posses like a candle who lights up other candles cause a candle loses nothing b y 

lighting another one instead together they light up the world more brightly during darkness. 

The right information brings knowledge and knowledge is power. Knowledge shared is 

power multiplied and sharing knowledge is empowerment. Ms Sunita

Department of  Physical Education

BE A GIVER OF KNOWLEDGE 



Knowledge is power. Knowledge shared is power multiplied. Knowledge sharing is a cornerstone of 
a great human civilization. Sharing insight in front of a live audience provides opportunities for live 
interaction and enhances your condence. By sharing your knowledge, you either become expertised 
in the relevant matter, or even get to learn new knowledge by teaching others. Sharing 
knowledge is not about giving people something or getting something from them. It 
occurs when people are genuinely interested in helping one another in developing 
new capacities and creating a learning process. Knowledge is like garden if it is not 
cultivated it cannot be harvested. 

Be a giver of knowledge

Hishitha

Class - 2A

A person who gives knowledge is a brilliant light illuminating the prism of life 
revealing to the people a rainbow of possibilities. So always be a person who gives 
knowledge for making world a better place to live.

Knowledge is for lifetime, it’s a treasure which cannot be taken away from you. Thus, instead of 
keeping it with yourself it would be productive to share and imparted to masses of people with a view 
of the common good and common benet of all. When you share your knowledge with others, it helps 
deepen your own knowledge and engrains what you know and it’s a joy when you share 
it with poor, uneducated and needy people.

BE A GIVER OF KNOWLEDGE

Aadhya Trivedi

Class - 2A

As you get older, you gain knowledge. When you get older, you also might have the feeling that those 
younger than you don’t have a big interest in learning what you’ve learned. I don’t think there is 
anything new in either of the statements above. In fact, I’ll bet that when you were in your twenties 
and thirties you didn’t think your elders had much to add to your life. What could they have known? 
Now you know how wrong that thought was. Twenty-twenty hindsight is something we all 
experience as we age. I don’t know about you, but I often say…” If I only knew” way too many times 
a day. If you’ve taken fty or more turns around the sun, I can promise you have wisdom that would 
be useful for those younger folks in our lives. We tell ourselves that it’s a bad idea to bring up our 
lessons. We don’t want to see the eye rolls and see the thought bubbles in younger people's heads. 
Who’s responsibility is it for us to teach? It’s easy to say the responsibility is on the learner. Aren’t 
they the ones who getting the value from what you’re about to say? My answer to this is 
no, it’s not their responsibility. Learn to speak up. Know there are lessons that are so 
important you can’t just hope someone will ask. Raise your hand or even shout if you 
have to. You know things and those things are important in the lives of those you love.

BE A GIVER OF KNOWLEDGE 

Lekhana

Class - 2A



Knowledge is the most powerful tool of human beings. It doesn't mean we learn things only from our 
classrooms. We starts learning from the day we start growing in our mother's womb. Also we will be 
learning one or many things from our day to day life. We get knowledge from our teachers , parents, 
friends, nature etc. We should open our eyes, ears and heart to lean from our 
surroundings. Also people around us will learn from us too. I believe each and every 
particle in the world is a giver of knowledge to us and we are always a student.

Be a giver of Knowledge

Nayanika P S

Class 2 A

Be the knowledge giver Knowledge means facts and information, and a knowledge giver is one who 
shares its knowledge with others. The teachers are one of the most known knowledge giver's from 
ancient times. Indian tradition has a famous saying in sanskrit 'Acharya devo bhava', where it equates 
the teacher to god, as teachers play an important role in shaping future of their students. The teacher 
not only is a knowledge giver but also helps students choose the right path to make a bright future. 
With the rise of technology new knowledge giver's have also come up like Google 
who provide us with a lot of facts and information on the Internet. The biggest 
difference between an Internet providing a lot of information and a human teacher 
who also helps it understand properly according to student ability.

Be a knowledge giver

Tia Dangi 

Class - 2B

Knowledge means to know or be aware of things, information or facts. We cannot become 
knowledgeable overnight. It comes with deeper understanding and experience. We have to seek 
knowledge by involving ourselves into reading books, journals, magazines, sharing our thoughts 
with others, Research. Lack of knowledge creates fear. Seeking Knowledge creates courage. 
Knowledge has a beginning but no end. Knowledge helps us to make better decisions has we can 
understand what is right and wrong. Knowledge makes us powerful, thus making us less ignorant. It 
instills a sense of self condence in us. We can fully utilize this power when we share our knowledge 
with someone who lacks it. Thus empowering ourselves and others. Money does not give us 
independence but knowledge does because we have the ability to solve any issues at hand. Also an 
Educated Person need not be knowledgeable, but a Knowledgeable person is Educated 
always. The power of knowledge combined with from all the individuals can make a 
better society and in turn making a better nation in terms of morals and economics. 
Thus, knowledge opens door to opportunity, Achievement, Success and Wealth.

Be a knowledge giver

Sai Yash Murthy

Class - 2B



“Sharing will enrich everyone with more knowledge “... 
                                                                      ~Anna Monnar

Knowledge sharing among peers plays an important role in students’ learning process. The primary 
motives of sharing knowledge were to improve understanding of the concepts discussed in the class 
and to build relationships with classmates. For group assignments, more knowledge sharing occurred 
within the group members than with other groups. The purpose of good knowledge is to bring you 
happiness, directly or indirectly. It takes you towards happiness and away from darkness towards 
light. When you have the right knowledge, there are higher chances that you make the right choices 
and that does change your life for the better.
It can foster vision in others and strengthen professional ties. When you share with others, it helps 
deepen your own knowledge and engrains what you know. ... Sharing your knowledge with 
colleagues is a great service. It gives you an opportunity to think about others and not just yourself. 
Knowledge is important for personal growth and development. ... * Knowledge solves 
problems– problems in life which can be solved with the power of knowledge. 
Knowledge sharpens our skills like reasoning and problem-solving. A strong base of 
knowledge helps brains function more smoothly and effectively.

Be a giver of Knowledge

Vivamary Binson

Class - 2B

Knowledge is to know a subject very well. When shared, it increases many times. 
In older days, we gained knowledge from teachers, books, and newspapers. But now, we have 
different ways to get knowledge, most commonly by Internet. In this pandemic, we didn’t go to 
school, as we learned all subjects online. 
Today, age is not a barrier, using computers and mobiles gives us many ways to gain and give 
knowledge. Even a child can share knowledge, YouTube is the best example. I share the laptop tricks 
with my parents and sister, like keyboard shortcuts. I also teach my sister get better at Chess. My sister 
helps her friends in group-study before exams.
Sharing knowledge brings out the best in us, that is why teaching is considered Godly. 
When we help someone on a subject, we must think to make it simpler. This increases 
ours understanding of it. And nally, when we succeed in making the other person 
understand, we feel very happy and become condent. 
Let’s make a better world, let’s be a giver of knowledge.

Be a giver of Knowledge

Adwaith Krishna
Class - 2C

 The more we share our knowledge, the more it increases. When we share the 
knowledge, we are helping people increase their knowledge too. So always be the 
giver of knowledge like how our parents, teachers do.

We should use the knowledge to help the people around us. When we don’t put our knowledge to 
good use, we will be wasting the knowledge that we possess. We can increase our knowledge by 
reading and learning new things. Our knowledge keeps increasing throughout our life.

As we grow older, we realise that the knowledge we gain from our Parents, Grand Parents and nally 
we get it from our teachers remains with us forever. The power that knowledge is incomparable with 
other things that are in the world.

Teacher is the giver of all knowledge in the universe after God and Parents.

Be a giver of Knowledge

Aaira Ruman Saif
Class - 2C



A small change with continuous process gives us the best result. So always share the 
knowledge with your friends.

Creating awareness of covid among students, sharing tips for solving problems with classmates, 
helping in doing assignments, motivating friends about their work, are some of the 
small things which I share to my friends. Thus, sharing what I know gives me more 
condent and also happiness.

Knowledge is the ability to use your knowledge to help others. Knowledge is something that helps 
you drive a car, ride a bike, solve a puzzle, etc. Knowledge is something that prevents us from making 
the same mistake twice.
Such knowledge must be shared to all.When you share with others, it helps deepen your own 
knowledge and engrains what you know. Sharing your knowledge with friends is a good habit. It 
gives you an opportunity to think about others and not just yourself.

The most powerful thing in the world is knowledge. It helps us distinguish between humans and 
animals.

BE A GIVER OF KNOWLEDGE

 Andrella Sharon.S 
Class - 2C

Your knowledge increases three times when you give knowledge to others. If we share our 
knowledge then it doesn’t make us less valuable in fact it gives us power to share more. If you don’t 
use your knowledge then it is useless because you are not helping others with your knowledge. 
Giving knowledge doesn’t mean that you need any special class to deliver knowledge or you need 
special event to deliver. You can help others by just giving advice at any place at anywhere. You 
impart to somebody and tomorrow somebody offers with you and therefore the beneciary shares 
with another person making a cycle of knowledge sharing, it 's an ideal opportunity for one to offer 
back to individuals, while making relation strong. Giving knowledge helps individuals to succeed in 
their life and career. It likewise gets clarity to one 's thoughts and considerations. And 
the best part about sharing is that it makes us and the people around us feel better and 
we learn more, so it will always be a win-win situation.
“Knowledge is life with wings.” It is our responsibility to help others to spread their 
beautiful wings and y!

“If you have knowledge, let others light their candles at it.”                         ------Margret Fuller

Be a giver of Knowledge

Hritik J
Class - 2D

It is rightly said that “The Supreme Treasure is Knowledge”

Knowledge has no denite source and it can be gained from anywhere and everywhere. Theoretical 
Knowledge can be gained through Reading Books and Practical Knowledge is cultivated from real 
life experiences and problems. The real test of Knowledge is not by aquiring it, but 
applying it in the needed situations and circumstances. Knowledge helps to gain 
Success and reach our Goal.

Be a giver of Knowledge to the needy and it is the key to Happiness and Fullment. Knowledge plays 
an important role to shape our personality and perfect our behaviour.

Knowledge should be shared and imparted to masses of people with a view of the 
common Good and common benet of all. 

Be a giver of Knowledge

Lakshita
Class - 2D



Knowledge is most valuable thing to be learned in life. For a successful life knowledge is most 
important. Knowledge is important to be shared, knowledge is increased by sharing not by saving, 
So, be a giver of knowledge. Giving always proceeds receiving, when you share equally you learn, 
ypu gain more knowledge. Giving always stands on upper hand which gives happiness and 
condence in a person. Knowledge is knowing something familiarity, Strong base of knowledge 
helps brain function smoothly and effectively. Most of enlightment comes from 
knowledge. Enlighten the person by giving, by sharing right knowledge. Giving 
knowledge is giving life, giving light, symbol of joy, happy. Your knowledge is 
weapon keep it loaded.

Be A Giver of Knowledge

Ritsika Naidu 
Class - 2D

So, we can say if you have knowledge, let others light their candles in it. There is no 
other power that can defeat the power of knowledge in a human's  hand.

Knowledge means we should be aware or understand someone or something according to facts, 
information, description of skills by discovering and learning. Being a giver of knowledge means we 
should always be ready to share our knowledge with each other. We can acquire knowledge not only 
from our textbooks but also from nature and every person around us. We should help people get over 
any stressful situations. This way the knowledge that we share becomes permanent solution of the 
problem. For example I help my grandpa when he needs help with his smartphone. I teach him how to 
use it. Like I taught him how to make calls, video calls, pay bills, send money with his 
smartphone. This is just a small example of me sharing knowledge about smartphone 
to my grandpa.

Be a giver of knowledge

Tusya
Class - 2D

When people don’t know what they don’t know, they don’t know to ask anyone else 
about it. It’s up to people who know to educate them and help them to know. If no one 
educates them, then it’s partly the fault of whoever knows enough to tell people who 
don’t know when the ones who don’t know are sitting in failure.”

“If there’s someone around them who is ignorant or doesn’t know something, it’s up to them to try to 
teach or help them learn.” And basically also implied that experts or those who know certain things 
have a duty and moral obligation to share it with those who don’t.

A person who chooses to teach or coach others has been doing lots of inner work on themselves over 
time, and continues to do so. They do it whether or not someone says thank you, follows through on 
all the steps at once, or even seems to be learning at all.

A classroom is a microcosm of life where lessons are to be learned within the covers of books and 
without. “Nearly half of your personality is what your teachers have made of you,” says A Noel 
Joseph Irudayaraj, who has spent over three decades in higher education.

The teacher is a best source of knowledge
Be a giver of Knowledge

An Everyday walk

Knowledge can change a person (for better or worse) and can cause you to make unexpected 
decisions. That knowledge gives you the power to control people or to help them. Without knowledge 
we are nothing and life has almost no meaning.

“Knowledge is power.

B. Koushik
Class - 2E



The reason for sharing the above story is that as a human we should be a giver of 
Knowledge not just money. Knowledge leads to wisdom and prosperity in one’s life. 

** By no means, author intends to degrade the Government schools and its education. Instead, he 
wanted to bring readers’ notice that in past, there have been many Indian states, where 
the Government schools were malfunctioning and the whole system was rotten.

Many years later, A Shah is retired, have good savings but his both kids are engaged in petty jobs at 
un-organized sector because neither of them has good quality education nor a graduation degree. In 
contrast, B Prasad’s kids are graduate and are well settled. Also, each kid is earning more than A 
Shah’s both kids’ combined income.”

On the contrary, A Shah wants to save majority of his earnings to leave handsome wealth for his 
family, when he dies. Hence, he sends his kids to a local Government school** with no emphasis on 
other skills. 

“There are two friends (B Prasad and A Shah) living in a small town. B Prasad is illiterate and runs a 
small shop, whereas A Shah is educated and works for Government. Both friends are blessed with two 
kids each. Since B Prasad is illiterate, he wants best of education for his kids and they go to good 
private school. Additionally, he focuses on the full round development of his kids via training in 
extracurricular activities and sports. Consequently, he has meagre savings for his retirement. 

Here is a true story how Knowledge can shape someone’s future:

It is acquired through the interactions of an individual with its family in the early years of its life, then 
from formal education in schools & colleges, and afterwards through its worldly experiences in life. 
Hence, it can be concluded that the early years which a kid spent with his family and school could 
greatly shape its entire life.

Then the question arises, “what is Knowledge and how it can be acquired?”. In simple words, it is a 
skill (or combination of skills), which a person accumulates in his entire life through different life 
experiences. It is the Knowledge which guides a person on what is wrong or what is right and how to 
react to a certain situation of life. 

It would be an understatement, if we say that it is the Knowledge, which has given us (the human race) 
dominion over the other innumerable species on this mother earth.

s the old Indian proverb goes, “If you give a man a sh, he will be hungry tomorrow. If you teach a 
man to sh, he will be richer forever”.

Be A Giver of Knowledge

Aatmiya Dinesh

Class - 2E

After all, your Greatness is not what you have, it’s what you give.

The important asset every human holds is Knowledge. It brings in positive revolution with a vision to 
ease life. The act of sharing keeps the learning alive and relevant and encourages the 
future growth.
Moreover, Generosity includes value when knowledge is shared. Thus, there should 
be a continuity in the process of gaining knowledge.

The happiest people are the givers, sharing knowledge and insights which helps seekers integrate 
information. Not only the knowledge should be gained but also they must be shared and imparted to 
masses of people with a view of the common good and common benet of all. 

Knowledge has no denite source, and it can be gained from anywhere and everywhere. Gaining and 
Sharing of knowledge plays an important role in Human Life. The knowledge is something that 
increases the more you share it.

Heba Mariam

Class - 2F



Knowledge is not acquired only through education. It could be by awareness or familiarity gained by 
the experience of a fact or situation. According to Rig Veda knowledge is also the giver of wealth or 
rather wealth is the by-product of knowledge. Only By giving knowledge will we be able to receive 
more than we already have. Knowledge creates courage, condence and will be able to achieve what 
we desire. Being a giver of knowledge, what we know about it brings us happiness. We can gain 
knowledge even from our younger ones as there is no age limit to share or receive the 
knowledge. Keeping knowledge within oneself and getting success is valueless as it's 
not incremental. Be a giver of knowledge as it's equal to helping others who are in 
need. 

Nikhitha S.M.

Class - 2F

  Be a giver of knowledge  

 In conclusion, we can say that true knowledge helps a person to bloom. Also, it 
keeps people away from conicts and corruptions. Besides, knowledge brings 
happiness and prosperity to the nation. Above all, knowledge opens the door of 
success for everyone.

 Every educated person is not knowledgeable, but every knowledgeable person is educated. This 
statement may sound weird but it’s true. In today’s world, almost everyone is educated still they do 
not have knowledge of the subject that they have studied. Moreover, knowledge assists us to 
differentiate between what is right and what is wrong. It helps us to overcome our faults, weaknesses, 
and dangerous situations in life. Also, a person with knowledge is more mentally and morally sound 
than people with money and less knowledge. The knowledgeable person is the richest person on earth 
because no one can steal his/her knowledge. But anyone can easily steal your money and power from 
you any time.

 Once a person gets power of knowledge, he/she does not need to fear from other power. 
knowledge plays great role in all aspects of the life by letting us know the easy and effective ways to 
solve the critical situations. Knowledge is a very powerful factor which helps us to easily get name, 
fame, success, power and position in the life. Knowledge is the ability to use your knowledge to help 
others.

“Learning gives creativity, Creativity leads to thinking, Thinking provides knowledge, and 
Knowledge makes you great”. These lines had been said by our former president and great scientist 
Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam focusing on the importance of knowledge. 

Yuvanila
Class - 2F

  Be a giver of knowledge  

Knowledge is powerful, but sharing knowledge is much more powerful. We must give our 
knowledge to as many people as possible because sharing of knowledge enhances and improves our 
knowledge. If we exchange one rupee, we both will have one rupee, if we exchange one good 
thought, we both will have two good thoughts. That's how knowledge increases by sharing. When we 
give our knowledge to others, others can apply and build on what we share to rene and expand upon 
it, this strengthens our knowledge as others can improve what we know. If our wise 
ancestors would not share their knowledge, human civilization would not have grown 
as it is today. That is the importance of giving knowledge. People die, but knowledge 
survives forever. Scientists like Newton and Einstein have become immortal due to 
their sharing of knowledge with the world. Tadi Sai Aishwarya Reddy

Class - 2G

Be a Giver of Knowledge 



Knowledge is the greatest weapon in this world. What we are today is all because of the power of 
knowledge. We should not set limits for knowledge. Life is too short and in this short life we get 
opportunities to learn a lot. Knowledge gets multiplied when we teach it and share with others. If we 
keep knowledge to ourselves, it will be of no good, instead we have to use the power of knowledge for 
our betterment and betterment of our nation. Attaining success through harnessing your own 
knowledge isn’t just about what you accomplish in your life. It’s about what you 
inspire others to do as well. Always be a giver of knowledge because knowledge 
directs one’s actions and helps us to differentiate good and bad. It helps one to 
overcome their weakness and faults and face dangers and difculties with courage 
and condence. Chrisjoe R. Rayappan

Class - 2G

GIVER OF KNOWLEDGE

Our school is the main source of knowledge to us, students. Our beloved teachers help us every day to 
gain knowledge in a systematic way. I am very thankful to all of them. I am sure that I can make 
success in life with the knowledge I get from Christ school. Along with the studies, we are also taught 
to foster good values in our life. Sharing is one of the values that we all are practicing 
here in our school. When we share we grow. I encourage all my friends to share the 
knowledge that we get from our school. If any of our friends do not understand the 
chapters, we can always help them. We can nd out our own ways to share our 
knowledge with others. I am very happy to do so.

Nea Renju

Class- 2G

Be a giver of knowledge

Knowledge is understanding and awareness of something and it is an important part of human life. It 
helps in the sustenance and growth of civilization. Knowledge is a very wide concept and has no end. 
Knowledge has no denite source, and it can be gained from anywhere and everywhere.  Acquiring 
knowledge involves cognitive processes, communication, perception, and logic. Not only the 
knowledge should be gained but also they must be shared and imparted to masses of 
people with a view of the common good and common benet of all. The people who 
impart knowledge are worth our respect and they should always be treated all. 
Knowledge also helps to gain success and reach our goal. Knowledge leads us on the 
path of righteousness. Lloyd Dinish 

Class - 2G

Be a Giver of Knowledge 

Learning is never ending so is knowledge sharing. The only thing in this world which 
grows as you give away is your knowledge.

It is also said that when you give money to a poor man, you make him a beggar, when you give him 
employment you make him your slave but when you educate him, you give him life. 
As Gandhiji said, if we give rice to a man, he will eat today, but if you teach him how 
to grow rice, he will eat every day.

The best thing we can give to any one in our life is Knowledge, because knowledge is life. Swamy 
Vivekananda says, “The gift of knowledge is a far higher gift than that of food and clothes. It is even 
higher than giving life to a man because the real life of a man consists of knowledge. Ignorance is 
death, knowledge is life”.

Irene Maria Thomas

Class - 2E

Be a Knowledge giver.



The more you share the more you gain and more knowledgeable you become.
We can spread knowledge to others without any cost.
Giving something to others is always a good gesture.
Be a giver of knowledge, you feel happy when you give something.
It is like a  sun which gives light to the entire world
It is like a sky which takes you higher.
It is like a sea which has no end.
Knowledge helps us to become condent, brave and powerful.
We learn something in our whole life. For me learning is gaining knowledge.

Ashar Alam

Class - 2H

BE A GIVER OF KNOWLEDGE

Knowledge is an important part of human life. Knowledge is like glue which sticks in, formation as 
well as learning together. Knowledge is understanding everything in detail. When we share our 
knowledge with others it makes you more signicant that you are. Sharing knowledge sharpens our 
skills and helps brains, function more smoothly and effectively. We become smarter with the power 
of giving knowledge is important and useful in day to day events. So, when we share 
knowledge it gives us the ability to survive and grow in the world. Being a giver of 
knowledge makes us better at making decisions, as well as to decide the logical and 
ethical ground on which we want to be making our decisions.

If you have knowledge, let others light their candles in it.

Jagan Y G

Class - 2H

Be a giver of knowledge.

So, let us all stay motivated by being the Giver of knowledge to make this world a 
happy and better place to stay

Very well said quote which has a deep meaning in it. Yes, we the human beings are here with a purpose 
and that true purpose can be fullled only when we share our knowledge and wisdom with others. It is 
the primary step towards humanity. Knowledge is something which you can give without losing 
anything. Here it reminds of a signicant thought i.e., “The happiest people are the givers, not the 
takers.” One needs to experience it to stay consistent on that path. Knowledge is considered as power 
only when its shared as it is something that we have been given by others with a positive intent that 
someday in some way, that knowledge will be passed on to the world. Now we need to decide whether 
to be a giver of knowledge or taker, because takers may feel better, but the givers sleep better. Very 
true. With great respect and love, I recollect all those beautiful memories with my parents, dear 
teachers and all those who have shared their precious knowledge with me and taught 
me the values of life, thereby motivating me to be the Giver of knowledge.

               - Anonymous                                                                                                                                           
“Giving is a master key to success, in all walks of life” 

Aradhya

Class - 2H     

Be a giver of knowledge.



Sharing knowledge or guidance that is born of experience is linked to an explorer who found a 
way then created a road map for others. If everyone shared the lessons and knowledge of their 
lives, we could learn so much from each other, and there would be more empathy and less 
strife. We can share the experience from pitfalls to victories. Sharing from the heart of true 
experience provides plenty of gems to grow. This is not just an “older to 
younger” set up. Generational sharing and richness is a must, especially now. 
The axiom is so true: knowledge only has value if it is shared to the benet of 
others!

Be a giver of knowledge

Ms Vaijanthi
Parent of Hishitha,2A

Knowledge is not just something a fact, information, or any description of skills. It gives you 
that ability to identify what is right and what it is wrong. It educates you in many ways. The 
best way anyone can give back something to the society is through knowledge. Knowledge 
obtained by a university education pertains only to subject matters, but actual knowledge is 
beyond that which brings out the better version yourself every day. 

“Knowledge is like a garden; if it is not cultivated, it cannot be harvested”.  

The knowledge has two facets, i.e., Assimilation and Dissimilation of 
knowledge. Both have their own importance in the world. We got formal 
educational knowledge because of our ancestors done the same thing. Now it’s 
our turn to create something useful to the universe and pass it on to our future 
generation with the same hope. 
Knowledge has a beginning but no end.

Be a giver of knowledge

Ms Priyanka Trivedi
Parent of Aadhya,2A

In today’s world without education it is not possible to succeed in the life. Knowledge is 
important for both our personal growth and development. Gaining knowledge also makes us 
wise enough to make our decisions independently. Parents are the rst teacher in our life and 
they teach us what life is all about.  A classroom is a second important part of our life where we 
learn lessons of our life and teachers play very important role as a giver of knowledge. 
Teachers are always considered as the best source of the knowledge, learning and information 
for students. I owe a lot to my teachers and cannot forget their contribution in 
my life. Only by sharing the knowledge we receive more. Always share the 
knowledge without any expectation. True joy is in sharing our knowledge with 
others and making difference in their life. 

Be a giver of knowledge

 Dr. Rajeshwari U R
Parent of Aaditya Praveen, 2B



That one incident of a teacher has turned a boy into a great Scientist, this is how 
the giver of knowledge our teachers play the most important role in student’s 
life.

I would like to share a small story of a boy who was studying in class 5. One day his teacher 
gave a lesson on how birds y. After 25-minutes of long lesson none of the student understood 
the concept. So the teacher took entire class to the beach to give practical example. The lesson 
left an incredible impression on that boy and he decided in future he will take up studies with 
reference to ight. In his higher education he took physics and studied Aeronautical 
engineering. This boy was none other than our A.P.J Abdul Kalam.

God is the giver of knowledge and understanding. Knowledge is so powerful and has ability to 
win over all physical power in the world. Knowledge plays a great role in all aspects of life. 
Teacher play a great role in giving knowledge to young minds which remain permanently 
carved inside their innocent brain. 

Be a giver of knowledge

Ms Suhana Afreen
Parent of Aaira Ruman Saif, 2C

Ranjitsinh then not only translated the class textbooks into his pupil’s mother tongue but also 
embedded them with unique QR codes to give students access to audio poems, video lectures, 
stories and assignments. 

turned out the entire girls to be educated. Thus, sharing our knowledge always 
gives a way to light to someone darkness. Try to be a giver of knowledge to all.

Knowledge is understanding and awareness of something. It refers to the information, facts, 
skills, and wisdom acquired through learning and experiences in life. Knowledge is a very 
wide concept and has no end. Acquiring knowledge involves cognitive processes, 
communication, perception, and logic. Knowledge is important for personal growth and 
development. Knowledge sharpens our skills like reasoning and problem-solving. A strong 
base of knowledge helps brains function more smoothly and effectively.

Sharing knowledge is the most fundamental act of friendship. Because it is a way you can give 
something without losing something.

When Ranjitsinh arrived at the Zilla Parishad Primary School in Maharashtra 2009, the school 
attendance could sometimes be as low as 2%,and those did make it to school, the curriculum 
was not in their primary language leaving many students unable to learn at all. Ranjitsinh was 
determined to turn this around, moving to the village and trying to learn the local language.

Richard Stallman

The impact of Ranjitsinh’s interventions has been extraordinary that is 100 percent attendance 
by girls at the school. The school was also recently awarded the best school in the district with 
85% of his students achieving A grades in annual exams. One girl from the village has now 
graduated from university, something seen as an impossible dream before Ranjitsinh arrived.  
So, a small effect of sharing his knowledge

Here comes an amazing incident, An Indian village teacher Ranjitsinh Disale, who 
transformed the life chances of young girls has been awarded the winner of the Global Teacher 
Prize 2020, in partnership with UNESCO.

BE A GIVER OF KNOWLEDGE

Ms. Arthi.
Parent of Andrella Sharon.S, 2C



And as the Dalai Lama once said, “Share your knowledge. It’s a way to achieve 
immortality.”

The important asset every human holds is Knowledge. Knowledge should not become power 
or authority amongst people or organisation rather should become social and charity initiative. 
Everyone is a seeker in way for knowledge and information in this era; we try to discover 
knowledge through multiple sources, so that it values us. The question is not whether 
everyone in our society have the right skills; it’s whether they have the potential to learn new 
ones”. Generosity includes value when knowledge is shared. Knowledge sharing can help in 
enhancing one 's sentiment, abilities and skills. It helps individuals to succeed in their life and 
career. It likewise gets clarity to one 's thoughts and considerations. Giving knowledge 
additionally helps in expanding the vision and expanding intellect, hence making 
one become independent. The more one gives the more they develop and the 
better position they gain in.

“What we do for ourselves dies with us. What we do for others and the world remains and is 
immortal.” — Albert Pine.

Be A Giver Of Knowledge

Ms Sowmya
Parent of Hritik, 2D

The right information brings knowledge and knowledge is power. Sharing it, is 
enlightening, empowering. Its absolutely pride in giving. 

knowledge is just like a tree without roots. Knowledge is the strongest tool providing power to 
the people and knowledge cannot be defeated by any other person. You can get whatever you 
want in life when you have a right knowledge. Continuous learning is one of the key to achieve 
success in life. Knowledge has no value unless you share it. So be a giver of knowledge, giving 
knowledge is giving life, giving success to happy and dignied life. 

The deeper it ows the less noice it makes.

We should always treasure the moment when we can share our knowledge.

Knowledge is like a river,

Sharing knowledge is just like sharing our experiences which can indeed make others life 
easier and better.

 A good experience can built a greater knowledge and can serve as a guiding 
beam of light to others in dark.

So be a giver of knowledge because knowledge helps us make a right decision 
and may also help us realize the importance of time.

Knowledge is just the understanding gained through learning and by experience. Knowledge 
is considered to be a uncountable noun so sharing it will not make us less rather it might 
sometimes even help us in understanding it much better after knowing their experiences so we 
should never think twice when there is chance to share our knowledge with some one. 

Ms Bharathi M
Parent of Ritsika Naidu, 2D

Ms Harini V
Parent of Hitesh L, 2E



Knowledge is understanding and awareness of something, it refers to the information, facts, 
skills and wisdom acquired through learning and experiences in life. Knowledge is a very 
wide concept and has no end. Acquiring knowledge involves cognitive processes, 
communication, perception, and logic. In today’s world without education and the power of 
knowledge, it is not possible to succeed in life or even keep up with the fast-paced 
life. It is not just enough to have knowledge on a particular subject to succeed 
but it is also important to have knowledge about how to use it effectively to 
succeed. One should have knowledge about various aspects of a subject.

Mr Nagaraja D M
Parent of Akshara Nagaraj D, 2E

BE A GIVER OF KNOWLEDGE

Be a giver of knowledge

Be a giver of Knowledge.

Knowledge is a virtue which increases by sharing and not by saving.  It is a chain which helps 
in building a nation strong.  It is rightly said that home is our rst school and mother is the rst 
teacher.  She initiates to educate her child.  Then the child goes to school where the teacher 
imparts the knowledge which the teacher has gained from his or her teacher.  The knowledge 
so acquired will give way to many professions which in turn helps the professionals to share 
their knowledge of their expertise.  It is a chain which helps in building a nation 
strong. All these happens only when knowledge is shared.  The more you share 
the more will you be blessed with wisdom by Lord Almighty.  So, let each one of 
us volunteer to share our knowledge.

Ms Malathi .S
Parent of Sai Medhaa .S, 2F

BE A GIVER OF KNOWLEDGE

As we Get older, we gain knowledge from various ways. We Gain knowledge by learning, 
listening, watching, from own experience and from listening other experience. Whatever the 
knowledge we gained if we don't share or give to others the knowledge will die along with us. 
To increase our knowledge always we should Be a knowledge Giver. The Real Happiness in 
out life lies on Being Knowledge Giver. The only thing in the world which multiply by sharing 
or giving to others is the knowledge. So if we think of everyone in the world starts sharing or 
giving the knowledge to others what they know then there will be huge change across world 
with respect to everything existing in the world. We should always Be a Giver of the 
knowledge. Happiness always lies in the domain on Givers than takers. Takers are the people 
who when working/learning with others try to get as much out of interaction. Givers are the 
one who give back what they know in return to the world. As per views of the 
knowledge givers, sharing or giving to the world what they know is the quickest 
way to success. If we have a knowledge let others light their candles in it By 
Margaret Fuller. The Giver of Knowledge and wisdom is the silver lining in 
every dark storm. Mr Prakash.K.L

Parent of Vibhav P Shetty, 2F

Be a Giver of Knowledge 



Knowledge affords us a beginning in life. A man/woman without knowledge is called a man/woman 
without vision. Our growth in life depends on the renewal of knowledge gained through our experience. 
Knowledge is a biggest asset for anybody in this world. One who has knowledge can succeed in anything. 
Knowledge is required to discern/judge good things and bad things. Both in work life and personal life, 
knowledge helps to overcome obstacles. A person who has skill and knowledge wins the race any day.
So it is good to educate ourselves and motivate others to improve their knowledge so that the day to success 
is not far away.
How you can be a giver of knowledge in your business:
Accelerate the accumulation and dissemination of knowledge across your organization Provide easy and 
rapid knowledge access to your team
Eliminate time and space constraints in communications
Stimulate associates to experience the value of sharing knowledge in providing custom-tailored service to 
customers
Respect the dignity of each individual by cultivating an environment that enhances his or her 
professional development and recognizes each person as a valued member of a service-
oriented team.

Ms Priyadharshini P
Parent of Ronald Jeffry J

Be a giver of Knowledge

There is gold and a store of corals, but the lips of knowledge are a jewel of great price. Prov. 20:15
Sharing knowledge and inspiration is really important in our lives. Being a giver of knowledge not only 
helps in fostering vision in others, but also helps deepen our own knowledge and engrains what we know. 
Imparting knowledge and wisdom from one generation to the other is one important thing that has made 
humans make huge strides in living in peace and brotherhood. Putting yourself out there is always 
something that’s worthwhile. Sharing your valuable thoughts, ideas and beliefs with others 
not only gives immense satisfaction to oneself but also enriches the recipient of that 
knowledge by helping him utilize the information at the required time, place and situation. 
So be a giver of knowledge it will not only help others learn and experience novel ideas but 
also help us become enlightened in all that we do.     Ms Nimisha Michael

Parent of Chrisjo, 2G

GIVER OF KNOWLEDGE

                                                                   - Anonymous                                                                                                                                           

So, let us all stay motivated by being the Giver of knowledge to make this world a happy and 
better place to stay

Very well said quote which has a deep meaning in it. Yes, we the human beings are here with a purpose and 
that true purpose can be fullled only when we share our knowledge and wisdom with others. It is the 
primary step towards humanity. Knowledge is something which you can give without losing anything. Here 
it reminds of a signicant thought i.e., “The happiest people are the givers, not the takers.” One needs to 
experience it to stay consistent on that path. Knowledge is considered as power only when its shared as it is 
something that we have been given by others with a positive intent that someday in some way, that 
knowledge will be passed on to the world. Now we need to decide whether to be a giver of knowledge or 
taker, because takers may feel better, but the givers sleep better. Very true. With great respect and love, I 
recollect all those beautiful memories with my parents, dear teachers and all those who have 
shared their precious knowledge with me and taught me the values of life, thereby motivating 
me to be the Giver of knowledge.

“Giving is a master key to success, in all walks of life”

Ms Poornima S Rao
Parent of Aradhya, 2H

Be the giver of knowledge



Knowledge will bring you the opportunity to make a difference.
        ~  By Claire Fagin
As a parent what does knowledge mean to me? In the traditional sense Knowledge is the 
understanding of concepts, topics and things across a broad spectrum.
But to me it is an invaluable gift that we pass down to the future generation. Knowledge can 
be acquired from various sources but the most important ones are Parents and Teachers. For 
they have the access to today’s young minds right from an early age.
Like the saying goes “Charity begins at home” so does imparting knowledge. As parents, our 
duty towards our kids is to guide them in the right direction to achieve this goal. Education is a 
powerful tool to gain knowledge and teachers play an important role in shaping 
an entire generation. Knowledge is not only about excelling academically. It is 
about an individual’s holistic development. Teachers are the guiding light who 
illuminate the path towards this development. They are the torch bearers for a 
bright tomorrow. Ms Priyanka Yadav

Parent of Pranav Yadav, 2H

Be a giver of Knowledge

Yes, it is true. Knowledge grows when it is shared as knowledge sharing involves a process of 
revising the knowledge one already has and engraining it. Knowledge grows 
as multiple shared ideas may generate newer and better ideas.

Our honorable prime minister Narendra Modi once said "The wealth that increases by giving, 
that wealth is knowledge and is supreme of all possessions".

As you all know, there are many denitions of knowledge, but the one I liked the most is as 
follows.
Knowledge is the familiarity, awareness, or understanding of a person or something, such as 
facts, information, descriptions, or skills, which is acquired by experience or education by 
perceiving, discovering, or learning. It is the knowledge that makes us different from all the 
other creations in the world. And even among human beings, the benets of being 
knowledgeable are innumerable. To mention a few, it empowers you to communicate better, 
make decisions faster, solve problems quicker, comprehend effectively, innovate and be 
progressive, etc. So, it is imperative to acquire knowledge as much as we can, to make success 
in our lives. Dear students, the primary source of this knowledge, at this stage of your student 
hood, is our prestigious Christ School. Let us put in our genuine efforts, in coordination with 
our parents and teachers, to gain the most out of it and reap the benets.

Dear Christites, let us acquire knowledge, grow the knowledge by sharing it 
and become successful in life!

Our great Indian scholars knew the importance of systematic sharing of knowledge and the 
ancient Nalanda university which was formed back in 5th century is a great example of it. The 
meaning of Nalanda is "no stopping of the gift of knowledge".  

Along with gaining knowledge, it is equally important to share the knowledge. Have you ever 
thought, how difcult life would have been, if the knowledge were not shared? From the day 
of our birth, we are into a process of earning knowledge shared by others. Starting from our 
parents, family members, teachers, coaches, friends, books, media, social media, the internet, 
all share knowledge with us, either explicitly or implicitly, and we grow in knowledge day by 
day.

Mr Renju Chacko
Parent of Nea Renju , 2G

Be a giver of Knowledge



Don't know from where to start. It becomes very hard to write about 10years experience in just few words. This 
whole 10 years of journey started when I was 5-year-old,trying to gather myself together, weeping. It’s very hard to 
comprehend how much I miss my school...the corridors, ground ,classrooms, staffrooms, principal's ofce, silver 
jubilee, Chavara auditorium, chapel and of course the stage which gave me condence and made me a better person 
each time I was there. Ask me about any place and I will have tons of memories to share. From a timid, shy girl my 
school gave me condence and taught me to never let myself down. Behind every success there are many failures. 
The school exposed us to many situations from condently saying speech on stage to opping it, the sports day, 
talents day, DCL, debates, quiz and many more. Beyond everything the celebrations Christmas, children's day, 
teacher's day principal's day made our school life much better and when it came to academics there was no 
compromise, we had tests regularly and with each test we learnt our mistakes and nally ended up been successful. 
School life without teachers seems so incomplete, now I realise as an Ex-student that we did have one of the most 
amazing faculty ever. They encouraged us, helped us and they did their fullest amongst all of their problems. Thank 
you, teachers. I really do miss them a lot. Of course the principal Fr. Dominic and Fr. Nilson Davis they did teach us 
a lot by correcting us each time we made a mistake. Future a small word but a big responsibility. Our school taught 
us how to handle it in a wise manner...Now as an Ex-student I really miss my school, teachers, campus and what 
not.10years down the lane I can see my school being the best one for the splendid infrastructure supporting faculty. 
when I’m writing this every memory ash by like a moment 
.CHRIST SCHOOL ICSE so many things to say, so many 
memories in one word the preeminent one!

There is a word called "Amudhasurabhi" . Yes, I can see all teachers as Amudhasurabhi.
I Mean it, the knowledge they give keeps growing. Its a pleasure that we feel while giving. There is no scale 
to measure that feel when we give our knowledge to others.
Sharing wisdom from generation to generation is one thing that has made human to take huge stride 
towards living in peace.
My thanks to all the teacher's sacrice in this pandemic. I wish you all to get that pleasure always. 
It's not only the responsibility of the giver to share knowledge it's also the responsibility of 
the receiver to observe and pass it on to the next generation,  that's how the world survive 
even things got changed over the period of time and also with the technology boom. 
Be the giver of knowledge to balance the world. Ms Manju S

Parent of Chaadurya, 2H

Be a giver of Knowledge

Christ ICSE School can rightfully be called as my second abode as I have spent 12 years of my life in this 
temple of learning. Christ ICSE School has nurtured me in terms of Academics, Sports as well as in Extra-
curricular activities.
My teachers who were my guiding light throughout these years have played a vital role in my life. They have 
instilled the qualities of responsibility, leadership and that of being a disciplined citizen in the society. The 
friends that I acquired during this course of time are more like my family. The memories of all the fun time we 
had in this school is innumerable. 
As all good times have to come to an end, it is time that I am called as an Ex-Christite. The 
day when my school would get the title of an ‘international school’ would be one of the 
proudest days in my life 

Matthew Paul Collins .M
Batch:2018-2019           

My secondary abode

Lekha  Ravishankar



Bihar is state in 
eastern India. It is 
the third-largest 
state by population 
and twelfth-largest by 
territory, with an area of 
94,163 km2 (36,357 sq mi). 
Bihar borders Uttar Pradesh to 
its west, Nepal to the north, the 
northern part of West Bengal to the east, 
and Jharkhand to the south. The Bihar plain is split by 
the river Ganges, which ows from west to east.On 
15th of November 2000, southern Bihar was ceded to 
form the new state of Jharkhand.Additionally, almost 
58% of Biharis are below the age of 25, giving Bihar 
the highest proportion of young people of any Indian 
state. The ofcial languages are Hindi and Urdu, 
although other languages are common, including 
Maithili, Magahi, Bhojpuri and other Bihari 
languages.

Welcome aboard a travel experience that gives you a glimpse into

 this vibrant and beautiful country - INDIA.

Bihar

Bihar

Governor    : Kashi NathTripathi
Chief Minister   : Nitish Kumar
Chief Justices of Bihar : KeshriNathTripathi
High Court   : Patna
Capital   : Patna
Districts    : 38

Key facts



TOURISM

Bihar is one of the oldest inhabited places in the 
world with a history going back 3000 years. The 
rich culture and heritage of Bihar is evident from 
the innumerable ancient monuments that are 
dotted all over the state. Bihar is home to many 
tourist attractions and is visited by large numbers 
of tourists from all over the world. Around total 6 
million tourists visit Bihar every year.

Ecological Tourism
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• LauriyaAraraj
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      Temple
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     Temple
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     Hoard
• MandarParvat
• Brahmayoni 
     Hill
• Pretshila Hill
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     Fort
• Rohtas Fort
• Shergarh 
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• Jalalgarh
     Fort
• Raj Mahal
• Munger 
   Fort
• Darbhanga
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     Fort
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• Gopika 
   Inscription
• Barabar 
  Inscription
Ancient cities 
  Edit
• Nalanda
• Vikramashila
• Rajgir
• Vaishali
• Kesaria



Ishitha Brijesh
Class - 9B

The Mahabodhi Temple (lliterally: "Great Awakening Temple") 
or the MahabodhiMahavihar, is a Buddhist temple in Bodh 
Gaya, marking the location where the Buddha is said to have 
attained enlightenment. The site contains a descendant of the 
Bodhi Tree under which Buddha gained enlightenment, and has 
been a major pilgrimage destination for well over two thousand 
years, and some elements date to the period of Ashoka. What is 
now visible on the ground essentially dates from the 5th century 
CE, or possibly earlier, as well as several major restorations 
since the 19th century

Mahabodhi Temple

Bodh Gaya is a famous village in the state of Bihar. 
Considered one of the most important Buddhist pilgrimage 
sites, it's dominated by the ancient brick Mahabodhi Temple 
Complex, built to mark the site where the Buddha attained 
enlightenment beneath a sacred Bodhi Tree. A direct 
descendant of the tree sits within the complex today, along 
with six other sacred sites, including a lotus pond.

Bodh Gaya

Nalandawas
Nalandawas a renowned Buddhist monastic university in ancient 
Magadha (modern-day Bihar).Considered by historiansto be the 
world's very rst residential university, and among the greatest centers 
of learning in the ancient world, it was located near the city of Rajagriha 
(now Rajgir) and about 90 kilometressoutheast of Pataliputra (now 
Patna), operating from 427 to 1197 CE.Nalanda was established during 
the Gupta Empire era.Over some 750 years, its faculty included some 
of the most revered scholars of Mahayana Buddhism. The university 
was also a major source of the 657 Sanskrit texts carried by pilgrim 
Xuanzang and the 400 Sanskrit texts carried by Yijing to China in the 
7th-century, which inuenced East Asian Buddhism.Many of the texts 
composed at Nalanda played an important role in the development of 
Mahayana and Vajrayana Buddhism.

Valmiki National Park
Valmiki National Park is a Tiger Reserve in the West 
Champaran District of Bihar. It is the only national park in 
Bihar.Valmiki Tiger Reserve covers 898.45 km2 (346.89 
sq mi), which is 17.4% of the total geographical area of the 
district. As of 2018, there were 40 tigers in the Reserve.
The extensive forest area of Valmikinagar was previously 
owned by the Bettiah Raj and Ramanagar Raj until the 
early 1950s.It was declared a Wildlife Sanctuary in 1978. 
Valmiki National Park was established in 
the  year  1990.  Valmiki  Wildl i fe 
Sanctuary and National Park is the 18th 
Tiger Reserve of the country. 

[Details have been researched from different travel and tourism blogs.]



Interes�ng Facts About Bihar

1)The idea of non-violence 
originated from the land of Bihar.
d e l i g h t f u l  t h o u g h t  i n  t h e 
experiences of society. It was Lord 
Mahavira and Lord Buddha who 
elevated this plan.
2) An Abode of Peace!
word ‘Bihar’ is initially arisen the 
Sanskrit and Pali word ‘Vihara’ 
signication apartment.  
3)Centre of Culture and trade
During Vedic period Bihar was the 
center of trade and culture. 
M a g a d h a ,  Va i s h a l i ,  A n g a , 
Sakyapradesh, Vijji, were the major 
kingdoms.
4)World’s oldest university!
The  wor ld- famous  Nalanda 
University is located in the capital 
city of Patna. It is one of the oldest 
universities in the world and was 
k n o w n  a s  a  s t o r e h o u s e  o f 
knowledge during the ancient days. 

PERSONALITY OF THE MONTH

Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar, also 
known as BabasahebAmbedkar, 
was an Indian scholar, jurist, 
economist, politician and social 
reformer, who inspired the Dalit 
B u d d h i s t  m o v e m e n t  a n d 
campaigned agains t  socia l 
discrimination towards the 
u n t o u c h a b l e s ,  w h i l e  a l s o 
supporting the rights of women 
and labour. He was born on 14 
Apr i l  1891  and  d ied  on  6 
December 1956. He was a wise 
constitutional expert; he had 
studied the constitutions of about 
60 countr ies .  Ambedkar  is 
recognised as the "Father of the 
Constitution of India".

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar



Name :  Bindu C

A little about myself:

 

A simple person with 

friendly in natu
re

My education
al 

background:  

Meet My Teacher

*My birth date    :  7th February

 Aquarius*Zodiac:

 Reading & listening music*My hobbies:

 Black*Favourite colour :

 Pursuit of  Happiness*Favourite movie :

 Hardworking & responsible *Quality I admire about myself :

 Sea food & ice cream*Favourite food :

*Ambition as a kid: Lawyer

 My life in full by Indra Nooyi*Favourite book :

Australia*Dream destination: 

 Geography*Favourite subject as a student:

Believe in yourself*Favourite quote/Motto in life: 



Name :  Titty Tom

A little about myself:

 

God fearing and p
assionate

 about my profession.

My education
al 

background:  

Meet My Teacher

*My birth date    :  8th February

Aquarius*Zodiac: 

Cooking , Travelling*My hobbies: 

 Blue*Favourite colour:

 Fanna*Favourite movie:

 Dedication*Quality I admire about myself:

 Chicken Biryani*Favourite food:

*  TeacherAmbition as a kid:

 God of small things*Favourite book:

 Switzerland*Dream destination:

*Favourite subject as a student: Computer

 This too shall pass.*Favourite quote/Motto in life:



Name :  Saravanan A

A little about myself:

 

I come from 

Agricultural fam
ily 

My education
al 

background:  

Meet My Teacher

*My birth date    :  10th February 

 Pisces *Zodiac:

Playing *My hobbies: 

Light Blue *Favourite colour: 

*Favourite movie: Ethirnechal 

 Helping Nature *Quality I admire about myself:

 Fish Curry *Favourite food:

Play For India *Ambition as a kid: 

 G  K*Favourite book:

 Mother's Womb*Dream destination:

 Maths , History *Favourite subject as a student:

 If you cannot do great things ,*Favourite quote/Motto in life:
                                                                                                           do small things in a great way.



Name :  Mr. David Raja

A little about myself:

 I’m a kind person.

I will try to make the place ha
ppy where 

I am. I would like to be w
ith the 

children always. I will do my work 

creatively and b
eautifully.

My education
al 

background:  

Meet My Teacher

*My birth date    :  14th February 

  *Zodiac:

Playing  Basket Ball and Listening  Music*My hobbies: 

 Blue*Favourite colour :

 Anniyan*Favourite movie :

 Patience and sincerity*Quality I admire about myself : 

 sea food*Favourite food:

 Teacher*Ambition as a kid:

*Favourite book: Ponniyin Selvan

 Japan*Dream destination:

 Maths*Favourite subject as a student:

If you have love in your heart ,*Favourite quote/Motto in life: 
                                                                                                     you can see beauty in everything.



Name : Mrs. Ansamma Mathew 

A little about myself:

Hard-working and God-fearing 

individual, who is ready to ta
ke up 

any challenge. H
ighly adaptable

 and a responsib
le  person. 

My education
al 

background:  

Meet My Teacher

*My birth date    :  16th February 

 Aquarius*Zodiac:
 

 Travelling  & listening to music *My hobbies:

White & Blue*Favourite colour: 
 

 Independent & Confident *Quality I admire about myself:

 To make my parents proud *Ambition as a kid:

  Holy Bible*Favourite book : 

Science*Favourite subject as a student : 

*Favourite quote/Motto in life :“This Too Shall Pass in God’s Grace”



Name : R.A. Varemichon 

A little about myself:

 

Passionate about 
my profession, 

always happy and l
ove to

 be with children.

My education
al 

background:  

Meet My Teacher

*My birth date    :  20th February 

 Pieces*Zodiac:
 

 Singing ,Listening  Music ,*My hobbies:
                Arranging  and Decorating  House and Gardening.

Pink & Black and White*Favourite colour : 

 Autumn in my heart. *Favourite movie :

 Being simple and straight forward.*Quality I admire about myself :

 Naga smoke pork and Chinese hotpot.*Favourite food:

 Designer*Ambition as a kid:

 Nothing specific *Favourite book:

Rome*Dream destination: 

 English*Favourite subject as a student:

 Rejoice always ,pray without ceasing.*Favourite quote/Motto in life:



Name : Sangamanath P Sajjan 

A little about myself:

 

 I am to Ambitious 

And Jovial Person.

My education
al 

background:  

Meet My Teacher

*My birth date    :  19th February 

  Taurus*Zodiac:
 

  Reading books ,Listening to Music *My hobbies:

White*Favourite colour : 

  E Bandhana *Favourite movie :

 Helpful and Friendly.*Quality I admire about myself :

 Jowar Roti*Favourite food:

 Actor*Ambition as a kid:

 Mysuru Mallige (Written by K  S Narasimha Swamy)*Favourite book:

Prambanan Temple (Indonesia)*Dream destination: 

 Kannada*Favourite subject as a student:

 “Succeeding with my own will power , *Favourite quote/Motto in life:
                            believing that we can ,Transform our Destiny”.
                         “What we are is God’s gift to us ,what we become is our Gift to God”.



Name :  Sunita R

A little about myself:

 

 Simple and Fun loving

My education
al 

background:  

Meet My Teacher

*My hobbies :    Sports ,listening to Music

Blue*Favourite colour :    

Guna andall  emotional movies. *Favourite movie :    

 Helping nature ,*Quality I admire about myself :  
                                                                                                      Loving and caring

 Mutton Biryani.*Favourite food:   

 Teacher*Ambition as a kid :

 Key to success*Favourite book :   

 Switzerland*Dream destination :   

 Economics*Favourite subject as a student :

*Favourite quote/Motto in life : Be Happy , No B.P



Name :  Indrani Bose

A little about myself:

 

 A very simple, 

fun loving  pers
on.

My education
al 

background:  

Meet My Teacher

 
24th February*My birth date: 

 Pisces*Zodiac:

 Photography*Hobbies:

Yellow*Favourite color: 

 Anything  good*Favourite movie:

 Helpful ,Trust worthy*Quality i admire about myself:

Biryani*Favourite food: 

 To be a successful working  woman*Ambition as a kid:

 Any detective stories*Favourite book:

Leh Ladakh*Dream destination: 

 Science*Favourite subject as a student:

    Whatever you do ,make it perfect.*Favourite quote:



To enter for a chance to win:
✔ Solve the Riddles correctly and send it at the earliest.
✔ You can send your answers by tomorrow - 26th March, 2022 by 3:30 p.m.
✔  The rst 10 correct answers shall be awarded with the E-certicates. 
✔ Your time starts from today (25.03.22) at 3:30 p.m. and ends by tomorrow 
 (26.03.22) at 3:30 p.m. Late answers will not be entertained.
✔ Mail your answers to:
    christnewsletter2015@gmail.com

✔ Mention your NAME, CLASS, SECTION. Attach a formal photograph.

Iniya.S
Class -3A

Malavika Rajesh
Class - 2D

Published by Fr. Reji Koodappattu CMI, Finance Administrator, Christ ICSE School on behalf of Literary and Cultural Association.
Editorial Board :   Ms. Mini Manuel, Mr Vincent John & Ms. Vidya  

         Email: christnewsletter2015@gmail.com

Puzzle Winners for the Month of January

Riddles
Solve the Riddles within the next 24 hours and 
WIN an E-certicate from the Excelsior team!

Azhaan Syed 
Class - 8A

Charitha K.
Class -7F

RIDDLES FOR FEBRUARY
1.What can run but never walk?

2. What word is pronounced the same when you take away four of its ve letters?

3. I stick so strongly, yet I am not sticky in the slightest. What am I?

4. What has a neck but no head?

5. I have keys but no locks. What am I?

6. What two words, added together, contain the most letters?

7. How many apples  can you eat if your stomach is empty? 

8. Before Mt. Everest was discovered, what was the highest mountain in the world?

9. Two in a corner, one in a room, zero in a house, but one in a shelter. What am I?

10. What starts with a T, ends with a T, and has T in 

11. Which is heavier: a ton of bricks or a ton of feathers?

12.  Liam was 11 the day before yesterday, and next year he’ll turn 14. How is this possible?

13. Mrs. Brown has 5 daughters. Each of these daughters has a brother. How many children does Mrs. 

Brown have?

14. What 3 numbers give the same result when multiplied and added together?

15. What kind of room has no doors or windows?

Md Rayan Ali Khan
Class - 5E

Navya 
Class - 5A

Ridah Fathima
Class - 8D

Shriya S.D 
Class -8C
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